1. INTRODUCTION In this article we investigate the problem of reconstructing a function defined outside of a disc in R" from integrals over hyperplanes not intersecting that disc. The problem can be solved, at least for functions of compact support [ 12, 15, 18 1; however, there are "null functions" not of compact support for which this problem does not have a solution ( 13, 211 . The existence of these functions complicates the reconstruction problem, even for functions of compact support [ 26, p. 426 1.
Our solution to this problem, the singular value decomposition of Theorem 3.2, provides a method to reconstruct a function defined outside the disc up to a null function, and in Remark 3.6 we outline a refinement of this method that will exactly reconstruct a compactly supported function. The singular value decomposition proves other useful results, including a simple characterization of the entire set of null functions (see also [21 I). Special cases of the reconstruction problem are important for astronomy and computerized tomography, and this theoretical research is motivated, in ERIC TODD QUINT0 part, by these practical problems. This problem for lines in R2 comes up in the analysis of astronomical data about the corona of the sun [2] . The mathematical problem in X-ray tomography is to recover a function in the plane-the density of a planar cross section of the body-from values of its integrals over lines in that plane [26, 271 . If the planar cross section intersects the heart, movement of the heart will create blurring in the reconstruction of that section. So, if one only wants to reconstruct the organs around the heart, a reconstruction method is needed that does not use integrals over lines passing through the heart. For similar reasons, it is possible that a solution to the proposed problem for integrals over planes in R3 might become useful for a type of nuclear magnetic resonance zeugmatography 1251.
Our singular value decomposition is the extension to R" of R. Michael Perry's decomposition for this problem over lines in R* [20] . A singular value decomposition provides theoretical information about the problem (Corollaries 3.3-3.5), and, in this case, an inversion method (Remark 3.6). The solutions to this problem in [ 31 and [8] We also prove a singular value decomposition for the problem of recovering a function on R" from integrals over spheres containing the origin. Besides being of intrinsic interest, this second problem has applications to partial differential equations [6] .
DEFINITIONS
First let . denote the standard inner product on R"; let ( 1 be the induced norm, and let dx be Lebesgue measure on R". At the same time let S"-' be the unit sphere in R"; let w E Sn-', and let s E R. Now let dw and ds denote the standard measures on S"-' and R, respectively. Then we denote the volume of S-i in its measure by 0,. In order to define the Radon transform, let H(w, s) be {x E R" ] x. w = s}; this is the n -1 dimensional hyperplane with normal vector w and directed distance s from the origin. The points (0, s) and (--0, -s) parametrize the same hyperplane H(w, s). Therefore we will always assume s > 0 in this article. Let dx, be the measure on H(o, s) induced from Lebesgue measure on R".
The classical Radon transform is defined for an integrable functionfon R" by W-(w s) = jHtu s) J-(x> dx,.
(2.1) Rf(w, s) is just the integral off over the hyperplane H(w, s).
Let E be the exterior of the unit disc in R", E = (x E R" ) 1x1 2 1 }, and let E' = S"-' x [ 1, co). E' corresponds to the set of hyperplanes H(w, s) that are contained in E.
The exterior Radon transform is the transform R as a map from integrable functions on E to integrable functions on E'. The problem posed in the first sentence of this article, recovering a function defined outside a disc from integrals over hyperplanes not intersecting that disc, is solved by inverting the exterior Radon transform.
The following spaces of functions will be used in Section 3. Let L;(E) be the Hilbert space of functions on E defined by the inner product (fl~f*~~.,=~~;fl
and let Lj(E') be the Hilbert space of functions on E' defined by the inner product
A spherical harmonic is the restriction to S" ' of a harmonic polynomial on R". The spherical harmonics on S' are just trigonometric polynomials. Let In this situation R can be inverted modulo the null space; the method is outlined in Remark 3.6 and specifically (3.18). From the behavior of the constants R, one can predict the stability of the inverse operator.
A SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION FOR THE EXTERIOR RADON TRANSFORM
In this section we give a singular value decomposition for the exterior transform on the Hilbert spaces L;(E) and L#').
First the bases are given (Proposition 3.1) and then the calculation (2.9) is made (Theorem 3.2), and, from this, the continuity (Corollary 3.3), null space (Corollary 3.4) and range (Corollary 3.5) of the exterior transform are proved. Finally, in Remark 3.6, we describe a method to exactly invert functions of compact support using the singular value decomposition.
The bases will be expressed in terms of the following shifted Jacobi polynomials. We define Q,(a,/& t) to be a real-valued polynomial of degree m in t for ol>-1, p>-1, m=0,1,2 ,... such that (Q,(a,/3,t)} For t E R we let It] denote the greatest integer that is less than or equal to t. We can now state our main theorem. In the case p = (n -1)/2, Rj',,,, takes the simple form R igr ')'* = (2~)'"~I"* n7-i (I + 2m' +jy* as can be seen using (3.6). For the calculation of (3.8) we assume I is even. From the definition of fihl~ (3.3), the expansion of Q,, (3.15), and the calculation (3.12), we see that
where m' = m -(l/2] = m -l/2. However, a simple check using the definition of R$,,,, (3.9), B/j, (3.13), and qm,j+,,Z, (3.16), shows that B,jq,,, i+,,2(-1/2, p) = Rf'm:,,q,,,i(l + (n -2)/2, p -(n -1)/2). Using this result'in (3.17) we prove (3.8) for I even. The proof for 1 odd is similar and is left to the reader.
Some of the functions and constants in this section are related to those of Perry in (20). Our polynomials Q,(a,P, t) are Perry's Q,*(a,P, t); our functions f &,,, correspond to Perry's f i,, , where our 1 is equivalent to Perry's m, and our m is Perry's n. Finally, our Rf,,, is Perry's R in.
Remark 3.6. We now explain how the singular value decomposition combined with the support theorem for the Radon transform gives an exact inversion method for functions of compact support. By Lemma 3.7 below, Eq. (3.19) uniquely determines f,(x) for all x E E, and therefore we can recover f (x). Simply put, the method to recover f is: (1) For small values of 1 least squares is effective and not too noise sensitive. For larger 1 a regularization procedure is necessary. Details will appear elsewhere. We finally need to check.
LEMMA 3.1. Equation (3.19) unique@ determines f,(s) for I E E.
Proof. Assumef, is in the null space of R. It is sufficient to check that if 1,(x) is zero for Ix/ >M and Rf, is zero on E', thenI% is zero on E. But this is immediate from the support theorem for the Radon transform / 12, 15. 18 1.
THE SPHERICAL RADON TRANSFORM
We now produce a singular value decomposition for the Radon transform that integrates over spheres through the origin. This transform is intimately related to the classical Radon transform on R" Just as for the classical exterior Radon transform, this singular value decomposition shows SM is a compact operator with null space the closure ' of the span of functions Ix] -'+I Ykl(x/]x ]), where 0 < j < 1 and j -I is even. A range characterization similar to Corollary 3.5 and an inversion method similar to that in Remark 3.6 are also immediate from Theorem 4.1. The inversion method is valid for functions supported away from the origin.
Allan Cormack has singular value decompositions and other nice results for Radon transforms that integrate over certain curves in the plane, including the transforms R and SM on R * [5] . The null space calculation for SM is related to results of the author in [21] . It is straightforward to show Jf&,,, = FE,,,, and Kg:,,,, = (2"-I/W,,) Gi,,,,. Therefore J is an isometry and K is a factor of (2"-i/o,,) times an isometry. The key to the proof of Theorem 4.1 is the following commutative diagram: (4.7)
Under inversion in the unit sphere, x + x//x]*, the sphere S(y) with center y/2 and containing the origin and y gets mapped to the hyperplane H(y/(y j, l/] y 1). To show that the diagram above commutes, one only needs to write the integral of a function f over the sphere S(y) as an integral of f (x/lx]') over the hyperplane H(y// y I, l/] y 1). This is outlined in [21, Lemma 4.41. By tracing the functions f$& through the diagram (4.7) using the singular value decomposition for R one finishes the proof of the theorem.
